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Summary 

The aim of this analytical paper is to shed a light at the current state of affairs in

 the asylum system of the Republic of Serbia and more broadly, at the state of pl

ay in the context of the migration crisis since the start of 2015. The paper will pr

ovide information, as well as recommendations for the advancement of the asylum 

system in the Republic of Serbia, given its’ position on the Balkan Route, as well a

s in the regional context. 

  



 

Introduction 

The year 2015, seen through strategic documents adopted by the Republic of Serb

ia as a year that would be key for reforms for the negotiating Chapter 24 of the 

Accession Agreement with the European Union - Justice, Freedom and Security. On

e of the parts of this negotiating chapter are policies pertaining to asylum and mi

grations. The dramatically increased influx of migrants and refugees coincided with 

these intentions, thus pushing back these reforms, given that most resources were 

redirected to manage the current situation and facilitate a large number of people 

that were passing through the Balkan Route and through it - Serbia. 

When the crisis struck, there were a number of factors that steered the approach 

to the short-term situation. Sporadic border closures on the crossings with Macedo

nia, Hungarian border policies, as well as the attitude of the European Union and i

ts’ member states on what would be acceptable modalities in solving the appearin

g management crisis. With number of people registered by Serbian authorities just 

in 2015 reaching 600.000, the approach to migration took a short-term approach, 

whilst plans for substantial reforms were moved ahead, after the current humanitari

an crisis was solved. 

Since 2015, the access though the Balkan Route has changed often, with entries g

oing through mainly Macedonia, but also Bulgaria, and exits switching between Hu

ngary and Croatia. Faced with a rapid influx of refugees and migrants, the state a

uthorities called upon CSOs and international organizations to help in the mending

 of the acute crisis, particularly in the entry and access nodes. Furthermore, due to

 a lack of a better legal mechanism, a procedure of registration of refugees in the

se nodes was established and the registration was organized by the implementatio

n of the Asylum Law of the Republic of Serbia.1 

By the end of 2016, the acute crisis and the situation in the field had changed, d

ue to the perceived alleviation of the problem, and the stop of political negotiatio

ns that maintained the transit of migrants and refugees which in many situations s

                                                           
1 Asylum Law of the Republic of Serbia, Official Gazette of the Republic of Serbia, no. 109/2007 



 

tepped above and beyond international standards. According to UNHCR projections

2 for November 2017, there are 4,585 refugees, asylum seekers and migrants in 18 

government centers, which represent 89% of all such cases in Serba. Even though 

the situation at a glance might be seen as better than before, it is now more imp

ortant than ever to revise the legal foundations dealing with migration, more partic

ularly the Law on Foreigners (Official Gazette of the Republic of Serbia, no. 97/200

8) and the Law on Asylum of the Republic of Serbia, given that these laws have s

hown a number of shortcomings, while new regulation has not been adopted. 

  

                                                           
2 UNHCR Serbia Update, 30 Oct - 5 Nov, 2017, accessible at: https://data2.unhcr.org/en/documents/download/60584 

https://data2.unhcr.org/en/documents/download/60584


 

The Status of the Asylum System of the Republic of Serbia 

A good overview of the situation in the field with regard to asylum in Serbia can 

be seen through the report of the Special Representative of the Secretary General 

on Migration and Refugees, Ambassador Tomas Bocek, published on October 17, 2

0173, after his fact-finding mission in Serbia and Hungary. 

In the introductory part of the report, Ambassador Bocek points out the significant

 efforts of Serbian authorities to deal with the humanitarian aspect of the migrant 

crisis, particularly in facilitating accomodation, food, psychosocial and other forms o

f support. On the other hand, the access to asylum is still seen as problematic. Ac

cording to the report, there has been a number of cases where refugees have bee

n pushed back from countries without any procedure, that many refugees are not 

informed of the asylum procedures in Serbia and cannot get in touch with relevan

t authorities to regulate their status. Even though a number of refugees have opte

d to seek asylum in Serbia, almost none have managed to formalized their request

s.  

This can also be seen through the data UNHCR has obtained4, where 734 individu

als registered intentions to seek asylum in Serbia, but only 13 positive first-instanc

e decisions have been made in 2017. According to Human Rights Watch World Re

port 20175, the key issue apart from low recognition rates of refugees, there is a s

ignificant backlog in the country’s asylum procedure with thousands of pending cla

ims. This is why the majority of refugees still does not have a fully regulated legal

 status, which further complicates their situation. The majority of them are signed 

onto the informal waiting list to be accepted into Hungary through two transit zon

                                                           
3 Council of Europe, Report of the fact-finding mission by Ambassador Tomas Bocek, Special Representative of the Secre

tary General on migration and refugees to Serbia and two transit zones in Hungary, 12-16 June 2017, SG/Inf(2017)33, 

accessible at: https://search.coe.int/cm/Pages/result_details.aspx?ObjectId=090000168075e9b2 

4 UNHCR Serbia Update, 30 Oct - 5 Nov, 2017, accessible at: https://data2.unhcr.org/en/documents/download/60584 

5 Human Rights Watch World Report 2017, Country Chapter Serbia, accessible at: https://www.hrw.org/world-report/201

7/country-chapters/serbia/kosovo  

https://search.coe.int/cm/Pages/result_details.aspx?ObjectId=090000168075e9b2
https://data2.unhcr.org/en/documents/download/60584
https://www.hrw.org/world-report/2017/country-chapters/serbia/kosovo
https://www.hrw.org/world-report/2017/country-chapters/serbia/kosovo


 

es, but the report states that this process is non-transparent and can lead to corru

ption. 

 

Access to the system of asylum 

Article 22 and 23 of the current Law on Asylum6 states that a foreigner can acces

s the asylum process in the Republic of Serbia by requesting asylum during the b

order crossing into Republic of Serbia or within its’ territory in one of the police s

tations, verbally or in a written form in front of a police official of the Ministry of 

Interior. The procedure stipulates that after this statement has been received, the p

ersonal information of the asylum seeker are introduced into the OKS5 and Afis7 d

atabases respectively. This procedure does not stipulate the introduction of translat

ors in the process. Afterwards, asylum seekers are given a notice to go and regist

er at one of the government asylum centers in 72 hours. Persons who cannot be i

dentified or who are deemed dangerous for the security of the Republic of Serbia 

are taken to the asylum center in Padinska Skela. 

The problematic nature of a badly regulated access to asylum can be seen in the 

periodic report on the state of the asylum system in Serbia, published by the Belg

rade Center for Human Rights8, which paints a clear picture of some of the obstac

les in implementing the current Law on Asylum. According to the second paragrap

h of the Article 22 of the Law on Asylum, any foreigner who expresses intention t

o seek asylum will be processed and directed to an asylum center, while this in pr

actice does not happen. What actually happens often is that many individuals get 

sent to reception centers, rather than asylum centers, without the possibility of tra

                                                           
6 Official Gazette of the Republic of Serbia, no. 109/07 

7 OKS5 is a database of all foreigners staying in Republic of Serbia with all legal measures that are directed towards 

them, such as decisions on termination of stay, decisions on placing foreigners in government centers for foreigners, 

etc. The Afis database collects all information on all persons who committed criminal and misdemeanor acts, but is al

so used to document asylum seekers because it is more reliable for checking data.  

8 Right to Asylum in the Republic of Serbia, Periodic Report, July-October 2017, Belgrade Center for Human Rights, ac

cessible at: http://azil.rs/azil_novi/wp-content/uploads/2017/11/Periodicni-izvestaj-jul-oktobar-2017-azil-1.pdf 

http://azil.rs/azil_novi/wp-content/uploads/2017/11/Periodicni-izvestaj-jul-oktobar-2017-azil-1.pdf


 

nsferring. The experience of the law experts working in the BCHR, observing in par

ticular Belgrade police foreigner department shows that police officials systematicall

y refuse to hand out certificates of intent to asylum seekers towards whom legal 

measures have already been taken under the Law on Asylum or the Law on Foreig

ners. This means that persons who have received a certificate of intent previously 

and have not registered at one of the centers or have been prevented from crossi

ng the border illegally.  

Consequent analysis has shown that police officials have probably asserted that by 

doing this were preventing abuse of the institute of asylum, but in actuality they h

ave been breaching Articles 22 and 23 of the Law on Asylum which does not give

 a discretionary right to police to assert the foundation of expressed intention to 

seek asylum. 

The problem in aforementioned cases is that even though asylum seekers have the

 right to challenge rulings which order them to leave the country within 15 days, 

this legal remedy does not have a suspensive effect. In practice, this is ineffective 

because the challenge does not stay enforcement and foreigners are usually ordere

d to leave within the given number of days. Another question that arises is how t

his measure is to be implemented given that a number of refugees do not have v

alid travel documents. 

Beyond asylum 

Apart from persons seen under the Law on Asylum, the situation is that there is a

 large number of people who are simply not covered by it. Persons who have not

 expressed intention to seek asylum in Serbia, but have been given a status in on

e of the reception centers; persons who have been given a ruling on the cancellati

on of stay in the Republic of Serbia; persons who are in one of the asylum or rec

eption centers and are on the waiting list to cross to Hungary; persons who have 

been readmitted after attempting to cross the border illegally; persons whose asylu

m stay has concluded, but they do not have any other legal basis to stay and do 

not have any travel documents, etc. The authorities of the Republic of Serbia in th



 

e majority of cases do not use any legal tools which pertain to foreigners who do

 not have legal basis to stay in country. This is paired with the low motivation of 

refugees and migrants to enter the asylum procedure or regulate their stay in som

e other way, given the low functionality of the asylum procedure as well as a relat

ively ad hoc approach to the integration of persons deemed as refugees. 

  



 

Conclusion and future steps 

With the change of the state of political affairs in the field of migration in 2017, t

he approach to the question of migrants and refugees changed accordingly. In No

vember 2017, Slovakia donated computers9 for reception centers in Serbia, whilst C

zech Republic donated around 1 million euros10 of funds for the first integration c

enter in Serbia, as well as for support for further advancement of the asylum syste

m of the Republic of Serbia. 

These two events go to show that the discussion on modalities for the protection 

of refugees is slowly moving from covering basic humanitarian needs to access to 

rights, education and future integration as a permanent solution. This goes in line 

with the announced long awaited changes to the Law on Asylum, as well as other 

strategic documents which should clear up inconsistencies in the asylum process fr

amework. Even though this is a good move forward, it is also necessary to observ

e that the majority of migrants and refugees do not show preparedness to stay in

 the Republic of Serbia for a prolonged period of time and take steps towards int

egration, there does not exist a standardized approach to the access to education, 

both elementary and secondary, there is no wholesome approach to the protection

 of unaccompanied minors, there is no uniformed practice regarding limitations on 

the freedom of movement, punishment and future treatment of individuals caught i

llegally crossing the state border or readmitted from other neighboring countries, e

tc.  

Even though there is a clear intent of all stakeholders to regulate the state of affa

irs in the region and stabilize the system of mixed migrations, there is still a num

ber of obstacles on the way, especially taking into account the measures of local f

iscal consolidation and the economic burden of providing services to all that stay i

n one country. 

                                                           
9 http://www.blic.rs/vesti/ekonomija/slovacka-donirala-srbiji-30000-evra-za-migrante/f02lhq7 

10 http://www.blic.rs/vesti/drustvo/ceska-donirala-srbiji-milion-evra-za-migrante/98dn446 

http://www.blic.rs/vesti/ekonomija/slovacka-donirala-srbiji-30000-evra-za-migrante/f02lhq7
http://www.blic.rs/vesti/drustvo/ceska-donirala-srbiji-milion-evra-za-migrante/98dn446


 

  



 

 

Recommendations: 

- There needs to be a bigger emphasis on obeying international standards of h

uman rights on all sides, especially when some countries do not act in accor

dance with signed treaties. Such countries need to be recognized, especially 

with regard to the status of the rights of migrants and refugees. 

- It is necessary to establish a functional legal system for managing migration i

n the Republic of Serbia and continually improve all major subsystems, given 

that they are interconnected. 

- The revision of all strategic documents pertaining to migration should be don

e as soon as possible, as to create a legal framework in which the status of 

persons who do not have a regulated stay in the Republic of Serbia, do not 

need international protection, but there are obstacles to their return to countr

ies of origin. 

- There is a need for an increased regional cooperation with regard to migratio

n, especially in the context of readmission and the implementation of the co

ncept of a safe third country. 

- In a time when resources are limited, it is important for state authorities to pl

an carefully and in coordination, as well as to bolster their links to both the 

non-governmental sector and to the donor community in order to better and

 smarter implement planned activities. 

 




